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It is a milestone: SwissGames is proud to present a delegation of 10 
Swiss game studios to San Francisco for the 11th year in a row. The Swiss 
game industry is soaring more than ever and this year’s delegation is the 
best showcase of its diversity and creativity. With only a small population 
of 8.6million, Switzerland is packed with skills and talent, both on a 
technological and creative level.

SwissGames is proud to export fun 
and innovation worldwide!

SwissGames 
Delegation at GDC

SwissGames is an initiative by the Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia to 
promote the Swiss game industry in Switzerland and internationally. 
Its core mission is to help Swiss game designers and developers to 
gain visibility, build relationships with the international game industry, 
and access global markets. The SwissGames delegations are present 
at Gamescom, GDC, Nordic Game Conference, Game Connection 
Europe and VR Days Europe. 

The SwissGames delegation to GDC 2022 is organized by the Swiss Arts 
Council Pro Helvetia, in partnership with Swissnex in San Francisco and 
supported by Presence Switzerland.

EXPORTING FUN & INNOVATION WORLDWIDE

SWISSGAMES AT GDC 2022 IS INITIATED BY:
:

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:
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Kreidenwerk
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PatchXR
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GENREPLATFORM RELEASE

PC, MAC, LINUX

PC, CONSOLES

PC, MAC

PC, MAC, LINUX, 
CONSOLES

MOBILE, SWITCH, 
STEAM

PC, MAC, LINUX, 
CONSOLES

OCULUS QUEST 2 (VR)

METAQUEST (VR) 

MOBILE

EXPLORATION, FAMILY, 
KIDS, STRATEGY

ROLE PLAYING, 
STRATEGY

ADVENTURE, 
EXPLORATION

ACTION, ARCADE, 
BEAT 'EM UP

SIMULATION

ACTION, EXPLORATION, 
FAMILY

ADVENTURE

COLLABORATIVE 
MUSIC SANDBOX 

Stardust PC, CONSOLES
ADVENTURE, EXPLORATION, 

FAMILY, ROGUELITE

MOBA
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Crowned MOBA
by Crowned.gg

MOBA is the most popular esports genre worldwide. Still, these games are mostly 
dominated by complex hardcore titles with their roots on PC gaming. Even today’s MOBAs 
which are available on mobile phones are just a “squeeze” of their PC versions. Crowned 
is an uncompromising mobile-first MOBA game for the new generation of esports players. 
There is no other MOBA on the market yet which is truly designed mobile-first. We’re 
embracing the rapidly growing wave of esports becoming mainstream on mobile.

MOBA

PLATFORM: MOBILE  | RELEASE: 2022

MORE INFO
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diditopiagames.com

Plank Builders – Relive 
Childhood Memories
by Diditopia Games

«Plank Builders» is a peaceful construction game which takes the player into a young 
kid’s childhood.  The player plans and builds different constructions in order to access 
new areas, marbles and stuffed toys. These collected magical marbles have the ability to 
make stuffed toys come alive.

Exploration Family Kids Strategy

PLATFORM: PC, MAC, LINUX  |  RELEASE: TBD

Hermit: an 
Underwater Tale
by Early Coffee Games

Hermit: an Underwater Tale is a fast paced arcade game. As a hermit crab, you face waves 
of dangerous sea creatures. To defeat them and protect yourself, you have access to a 
wide variety of powerful shells. Each one comes with a specific set of crazy moves, but 
will eventually break. So be aware! Without any shell, the hermit is fully exposed and any 
damage received will be lethal. Surviving requires skill, active resources management and 
serious stamina. Will you beat the game?

underwatertale.com
MORE INFO

Action Arcade Beat’Em’Up

PLATFORM: PC, MAC, LINUX, CONSOLES  |  RELEASE: TBD

MORE INFO
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Unannounced Project
by Indoor Astronaut

The makers of Unrailed are working on their next chaotic cooperative multiplayer game.

indoorastronaut.ch
MORE INFO

Action Exploration Family

PLATFORM: PC, MAC, LINUX, CONSOLES  |  RELEASE: TBD

Pocket Oasis
by Knit’n’Purl Game Studio

Pocket Oasis is a hand painted gardening game with an atmosphere of peace and 
tranquility. Decorate balconies in cities around the globe. Watch your seedlings grow, 
bloom, and harvest your own fruit. With an abundance of blooming plants, you can 
create your own Pocket Oasis.

knpgamestudio.com
MORE INFO

Simulation

PLATFORM: MOBILE, SWITCH, STEAM  |  RELEASE: FIRST HALF 2023
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[I] doesn’t exist:
a modern text-adventure
by LUAL Games

In “[I] doesn’t exist” modern technology and old school text-adventure come together,
visualized through lovingly crafted pixel art. Solve puzzles in a mystical forest and talk to 
a cute mushroom - until your avatar has had enough. What seemed like a one-sided
relationship, develops into a conversation between avatar and player. Will you manage 
to take back control? 

lual.games
MORE INFO

PLATFORM: PC, MAC  |  RELEASE: OCTOBER 2022

ExplorationAdventure

MORE INFO

by Kreidenwerk

Legion Hearts is a tactical RPG where you assemble your very own army deck using 
warriors from every epoch of history and deploy your troops in turn-based autochess 
battles. Travel back in time to save Midgard as the last living Valkyrie in the story-driven 
campaign, explore the depths of Hel in the replayable roguelite mode or challenge other 
players online in the grand arena–your legion, your tactics.

StrategyRole Playing

Legion Hearts

legionhearts.com

PLATFORM: PC, CONSOLES  |  RELEASE: 2023
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PatchWorld: Sound 
of the Metaverse
by PatchXR

PatchWorld is a social music sandbox for the Quest that lets you build in VR for VR by 
PatchXR studio. Create your own immersive music worlds and virtual shows, with the 
ease of a game, and the depth of an infinite modular studio. This is the metaverse as your 
own playground - entirely yours, totally playful, with all the emotional power of music.

patchxr.com
MORE INFO

Collaborative Music Sandbox 

PLATFORM: METAQUEST (VR)   |  RELEASE: TBD

Grimoire Groves
by Stardust

Four witches inherited an old cottage in the Grimoire Groves. They couldn’t wait to finally 
move to the fabled forest, which is a home to magical creatures and plants. As the 
witches arrived in the Grimoire Groves, they noticed that something was off. Only a few 
plant creatures were still around, and the forest spirits were missing. But not all is lost. 
With a little dedication, investigation and magic, the witches might just be the ones to 
restore the Grimoire Groves to the lush forest it once was!

PLATFORM: PC, CONSOLES  |  RELEASE: TBD

stardust.ch
MORE INFO

Adventure Exploration Family Roguelite
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Our Partners
Skeleton Crew – 
Journey of the Damned
by 1A3M Studio

This stylized VR game for Oculus Quest 2 puts the players at the helm of a pirate ship 
where they must command their crew of brainless skeletons and take matters into their 
own hands in order to brave the adventures of the sea.

1a3m-studio.com

Adventure

PLATFORM: OCULUS QUEST 2 (VR)  |  RELEASE: 2023

MORE INFO
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The Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia supports contemporary arts and 
creation in Switzerland. It seeks to disseminate and promote them, both 
at home and abroad, and cultivates exchanges at national and 
international levels. Through its own initiatives, it contributes to the 
development of contemporary cultural life and creates new networks for 
Swiss cultural actors in Switzerland and beyond national borders. Together 
with its head o�ce in Zurich, the Swiss Arts Council has a presence around 
the world through its network of liaison o�ces and partner institutions.

OUR PARTNERS

Pro Helvetia has been supporting interactive media for over 11 years. 
Through work grants and the organization of SwissGames delegations to 
major industry events, the Foundation aims to help Swiss emerging talents 
to strengthen their networks and achieve their professional objectives.

prohelvetia.ch

Swissnex in San Francisco connects tomorrow by empowering the next 
generation of innovators to collaborate and create futures in which the 
planet and society thrive. In 2021, Swissnex in San Francisco presented 5 
programs in collaboration with Swiss partners for more than 50 leading 
next-gen innovators from Switzerland.

OUR PARTNERS

Swissnex is the Swiss global network connecting Switzerland and the 
world in science, education, innovation, and the arts. Our six locations 
and outposts established in the world's most innovative hubs support 
the outreach and active engagement of our partners in the international 
exchange of knowledge, ideas, and talent.

Swissnex.org 
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Under the label Swisstech, we put the spotlight on the exceptional 
performance of the Swiss innovation ecosystem: follow #swisstech to 
discover the best Swiss Made technology at the most relevant global tech 
events. As an outstanding innovation and technology hub, Switzerland is 
an attractive location for talents, investors and foreign companies. We are 
proud to support SwissGames, an initiative showcasing the best of the 
game industry from Switzerland. Get ready to be surprised!

#SwissGames #creativity #innovation #SwissTech

Watches, chocolate,
and… tech! 

OUR PARTNERS

Thanks for
Visiting



Notes



Swissgames.ch
#SwissGames
@gameculture_ch
#SwissTech

An initiative of the Swiss Arts 
Council Pro Helvetia

Contact: Oliver Miescher
omiescher@prohelvetia.ch

Graphic design / jhm
enezes@

ucdavis.edu

GDC Play
Moscone Center North Hall
SwissGames Booth N2903


